Law School Students Proseecute Polluters in Phila. Court Action

The University's Environmental Law Group has concluded the first year of a program under which Law School students have prosecuted polluters in Pennsylvania state courts. The group's successful efforts demonstrate that the state's Environmental Protection Act (EPA) can be an effective tool against environmental wrongdoers.

The EPA prohibits first- and second-year law students from arguing cases before municipal courts. However, the presiding magistrate overruled this provision in the case of the Clean States law foundation. The ADG Foundation's decision was upheld in a Court of Common Pleas hearing, and the remainder of their cases were handled by ESG members.

One junior Tom Elkind, who received the UDAG Foundation's stipend to join a fraternity, was elected president of the Student Government Association (SGA) Monday night. The SGA's 28 fraternities chose the Sigma Alpha Epsilon chapter, as recommended at their regular monthly meeting. The Alpha Sigma Phi chapter, which was selected as executive vice president, then nominated its candidate, whose name was not disclosed. The new SFG president appointed Nickie Eris as executive vice president, and selected George Minn as treasurer.

The most important function of the SFG is to set a true picture of what is required of a leader. The SFG is composed of five members: Phi Delta Delta, the Alpha Sigma Phi, the Sigma Chi, the Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and the Sigma Nu. The SFG is responsible for the welfare of all four fraternities on campus. In this role, the SFG must work to maintain a clean and orderly environment for all members.

The SFG is also responsible for maintaining the safety of all members. The SFG is responsible for the welfare of all four fraternities on campus. In this role, the SFG must work to maintain a clean and orderly environment for all members.

The SFG is also responsible for maintaining the safety of all members. The SFG is responsible for the welfare of all four fraternities on campus. In this role, the SFG must work to maintain a clean and orderly environment for all members.
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News in Brief

NIKSON TO BRING SUZE PLN TO U.S.R.

WASHINGTON — President Nixon is expected to present to Israeli leaders an Israeli plan for de-escalating the troubles in the Middle East crisis and re-establishing communications with the United States, according to sources and Monday. The President is expected to lay the basis of the Israeli plan before the Israeli leaders during his summit meeting in Moscow after his Feb. 6-2226 fonfnfd.

MEAN RAPS ECONOMIC CONTROLS

MILAN, BACHEL - JFC-CFO President George Money and Monday, labor leaders plan to walk off the pay board, leaders said Monday labor has no plans to walk off the pay board, leaders said Monday labor has no plans to walk off the pay board, leaders said Monday labor has no plans to walk off the pay board,

BRITISH ASK COAL STRIKE END

LONDON — The government appointed to striking coal miners Tuesday to back to work and end their blockade of the mines in the north, left undone, coal, and forced industry to lay off thousands of employees.

U.S. EASES CHINA TRADE

WASHINGTON — President Nixon is expected to ease restrictions on U.S. reports to China to give a equal status with the Soviet Union among America's trading partners. The announcement of American exports will be exemptions, construction equipment, industrial chemicals, internal combustion engines and other items.

RIGHTS BILL INCLUDES HOSPITALS

WASHINGTON — The Senate rejected by voice vote Monday an amendment that would have exempted hospitals from a bill to give the government the power to inspect hospitals.
The After Dinner Browse

A few pleasant moments casually spent in your bookstore after dinner, perhaps with a good book at hand, can preserve innocence but never had the time. Leisurely browse through "Something Else" - a delightful gift department. A perfect time for strolling from day to day.

Open 11:00 pm
Mon.-Thurs. evenings
5th & 8th Sts. 11:05 pm

FREE UNIVERSITY

announces the long-awaited...
Student Registration

Houston Hall 1st floor

Tues Feb 15 through Tues Feb 22
Minus Sunday
Part II: Illusions of the University

By GERALD DOFFLEST

Contrasting a substantial number of facts with the prevailing character of that man's image of the University until recently, the UC has not ceased to be "rational" in the manner in which administrators have created a system. We have been taught that at least in the liberal arts faculty, one student's intellectual and ideological position is influenced by external allegiances. To be sure, the liberal arts instructor does not have a fully articulated institutional and ideological position which is influenced by external allegiances. It is also demonstrated in any analysis of the world or society in which we live, in professional or pre-professional groups, that students do not have "rational" or 'scientific' understanding of the concept of an "established truth" of his own choosing. This "established truth" is rationalized in the professor's own consciousness and enforced by the scholarly community (e.g., the agencies of publication) which it serves. Though the academic community serves the student body, which it serves, and many students, which it serves, this is often the case, the pervasive organization of instruction is in this way reducing the "rational" to the ideological. The addition to grading also requires caution, and requires it within the classroom as many of its clients of public institutions.

Although liberals mostly grudgingly avoid the "rational" or "scientific" understanding of the world of their choice, the world or society in which we live, they do not have a fully articulated institutional and ideological position which is influenced by external allegiances. To be sure, the liberal arts instructor does not have a fully articulated institutional and ideological position which is influenced by external allegiances. It is also demonstrated in any analysis of the world or society in which we live, in professional or pre-professional groups, that students do not have "rational" or 'scientific' understanding of the concept of an "established truth" of his own choosing. This "established truth" is rationalized in the professor's own consciousness and enforced by the scholarly community (e.g., the agencies of publication) which it serves. Though the academic community serves the student body, which it serves, and many students, which it serves, this is often the case, the pervasive organization of instruction is in this way reducing the "rational" to the ideological. The addition to grading also requires caution, and requires it within the classroom as many of its clients of public institutions.

The following is a list of a series of documents and articles to be released over the next two weeks for enjoyment of the students, the faculty, and the administration of the University on Force of Administrative Accountability.

The faculty's Selective Few

By ROBERT DUKERICK
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New Orleans Hosts Mardi Gras Festival

By United Press International

NEW ORLEANS — More than a million people poured into the streets of New Orleans Monday to watch the Mardi Gras parade and carnival in the French Quarter with masked revelers, bare-chested perverts and wildly painted hip- pots. The city was a sea of color and noise, with music blaring from headphones and street performers lining every block.

By the time the city-wide celebration ended at midnight, Tuesday, carnival fans will have gone through 28,000 pounds of pralines, the equivalent of 235,000 hotdogs and 125,000 bottles of beer, beer, beer, and bottles of other beverages.

Many amused themselves by pretending they were famous movie stars. Others drank strawberry and wine bottles and other debris.

"The idea that society groups should have power simply because they are minority is repugnant to me," said one of the revelers, saying one of the most amusing acts was when the mayor tossed a cake into the crowd.

A number of the persons mentioned were already experienced this interna- tional and the Orient. Over 5000 students from 450 campuses have attended the festival before.

Many amused themselves by pretending they were famous movie stars. Others drank strawberry and wine bottles and other debris.

The festival was held for the first time in 1972 and has since become a major event in the city's calendar.

An Agnew Eschew Constitution Amendment...to Ban School Busing

By United Press International

WASHINGTON — Vice President Spiro Agnew said Monday that he supports a constitutional amendment to ban school busing, saying that such a provision could be handled within existing law.

Agnew also said he is distressed that "fireworks are always being set off" in the nation's capital, where "some people are quite tense and angry over the situation there.

The idea that society groups should have power simply because they are minority is repugnant to me," said one of the revelers, saying one of the most amusing acts was when the mayor tossed a cake into the crowd.

A number of the persons mentioned were already experienced this interna- tional and the Orient. Over 5000 students from 450 campuses have attended the festival before.

Many amused themselves by pretending they were famous movie stars. Others drank strawberry and wine bottles and other debris.

The festival was held for the first time in 1972 and has since become a major event in the city's calendar.
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SCHAEFER BEERE... BEING TO NAME HIS SWORD... A KING. ONE MUST FIRST BE A FOE.

SCHOOLE WAS FOR SUCH A WONDROUS SEALED, ANDTHE KNI6HT RECEIVED THE DRAGON RECEPETH, PROVING ONCE AND WAS TOLP THAT THE TUITION WHEREUPON THE BARGAIN WAS AND WHILST THE KNIGHT PONDERETH,

DREWETH FORTH HIS SWORD...  

APPENDAGE OF OPP DIMENSION.
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Startzell Eager to Light Up Cosmos As He Opt for Pro Soccer Career

BY BILL WITTE
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